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Thank you so much. I’m so happy to have 
him back as another cancer survivor. 
He managed to（ ）（ ）
his cancer after continuing the natural 
therapies he chose for two years.

B：

A： Congratulations on your father’s 
recovery! 

So, did you get an A for math this term? 
You said you put so much time into 
studying math.

A：

No. I barely（ ）（ ）

the test. I got a C. I’m frustrated.
B：

Well, seagulls can be bullies.

A：

B：

I went to the beach yesterday, you 
know, to release some stress. 
And a seagull just flew down out of 
nowhere and（ ）my hat
（ ）.

Same here. Now, it’s time we get going.
[To her son] Satoru,（ ）yourself
（ ）here! We’re going home!

A： It was nice talking to you today. 
I hope to see you again soon.

B：

A：

B：

Thank you for coming to help with 
my moving out today.

OK, then, first, could you（ ）

the sofa（ ）into the garden?

his cancer

A：

My pleasure! How can I help you?
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That’s so considerate. I will update 
the typos right away. I wonder how 
they（ ）（ ）.

A：

B：

One of the readers sent us a letter 
regarding some typos on the book 
we published.

Did you have fun flying a Japanese 
kite for the first time?

A：

Yeah, but it was a lot harder than I had 
expected. My kite flew higher and 
higher until the wind just（ ）
it（ ）.

B：

I will lead the company with my utmost 
effort and I will never betray his trust.

A：

B：

The chairman would like to name you 
as the CEO of the company. Do you 
think you can（ ）（ ）
the duty?

Oh, that’s why. Now I see. I was just 
wondering what was going on as I was 
stepping aside so the delivery person 
could（ ）（ ）.

B：

They are gifts to the president of the 
company. Did you know today is his 
birthday?

A：

B：

We have to set up the conference 
room. There are very important clients 
coming first thing in the morning. So 
we’d better set it up right now.

All right…Let's（ ）it（ ）
with.

A：

it 

typos
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Was it on the platform?

A：

B：

This morning I saw a young man lying 
on his back on the floor of the station.

My supervisor keeps telling me that 
I am getting a raise soon but I never did.

A：

Why do you let him keep fooling you?B：

It’s on the other side of the river. So, 
you need to get around to the bridge 
first.

A：

B：

Could you tell me how to get to 
Central Park?

I feel like the beauty of the music
（ ）me（ ）. Then 
I lose the sense of time altogether.

A： How do you feel when listening to 
classical music, especially piano 
concertos?

B：

A： You need to be more careful driving 
than usual.

A： So, I’ll get to the park when I（ ）
（ ）the bridge. Is that right?

B： I’m a careful driver all the time.

A： I know, but these days there are more 
police cars and police motorcycles 
patrolling on the street than usual. 
You know, they never let any 
violation（ ）（ ）
them.

A： No. In front of the ticket gate. As I got 
through the barrier, I turned around 
to see that he was being（ ）
（ ）on a stretcher.

He said he would（ ）（ ）
his promise. And there is nothing I can 
do.

A：
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A： Is your new house complete? 
The blueprint for the construction 
design looked great.

Why keep thinking about someone 
who walked out on you for another 
woman?

A：

I don’t love him anymore. That’s not 
the issue. I just can’t（ ）
（ ）the fact that he hates me.

B：

She would do that if she could afford it. 
But her financial health is barely 
enough to just（ ）（ ）.

A：

B：

Did you hear that Keiko had her car 
break down finally? She has no other 
choice but to get a new car.

A： How about putting a partition wall 
here in the middle to divide the whole 
floor into our working space and a 
meeting room?

A：

B：

Stop using your smart phone in the 
meeting.

I was just sending an email.

A： Oh, please! Once you start using your 
smart phone, you can easily get
（ ）（ ）and start 
checking your SNS and stuff.

B： Yes, the house builders did it beautifully! 
They（ ）（ ）the design 
without any trouble. They’re so reliable.

B： That’s a nice idea. But in order to
（ ）（ ）that kind of 
renovation, we need some people 
with professional skills.

the fact
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I can’t（ ）（ ）
this bad cold.

I wonder how the typos
（ ）（ ）.

A young man was being
（ ）（ ）on a stretcher.

My supervisor said he would（ ）
（ ）his promise.

I just can’t（ ）（ ）

the fact that he hates me.

Police cars and police motorcycles 

never let any violation（ ）

（ ）them.
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Painting（ ）my worry（ ）.

The house builders（ ）（ ）
the design without any trouble.

Satoru,（ ）yourself（ ）
here! We’re going home!

I barely（ ）（ ）the test. 
I got a C.

Once you start using your smart 
phone, you can easily get（ ）
（ ）and start checking your 
SNS and stuff.

Could you（ ）the sofa（ ）
into the garden?
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All right…Let's（ ）it（ ）
with.

I was stepping aside so the delivery 
person could（ ）（ ）.

A seagull just flew down out of 
nowhere and（ ）my hat
（ ）.

Do you think you can（ ）（ ）
the duty?

My father managed to（ ）
（ ）his cancer after continuing 
the natural therapies he chose for 
two years.

Nothing（ ）（ ）you.
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I feel like the beauty of the music
（ ）me（ ）.

In order to（ ）（ ）
that kind of renovation, we need 
some people with professional skills.

I’ll get to the park when I（ ）
（ ）the bridge.

Keiko’s financial health is barely 
enough to just（ ）（ ）.

My kite flew higher and higher until 
the wind just（ ）it（ ）.

We need to（ ）（ ）
4 more tests.


